Attendance: Pat, Dawit, Rachel, Madi, Ellen, Mike, Tony, Jennell, Christina, David, Robin, Mari, Kelsey

Agenda Items:

- **Before I Die Wall (Guest presenter)** - List of phrases with the same function of “Before I die”. (ie: Before the next snowfall..., Before I leave CSU..., Before the end of the year...) No Copyright fees.
  - Management of the wall (possibly LSC Operations) and of offensive wording.
  - Not a “Free Speech Wall”
  - Delegation of duties and management.
    - **Motion by Pat**: The motion was made to have a trial period of the “Before I die Wall” located by ASCSU and the Senate Chambers. The starting date will be the beginning of the January when school starts the Spring semester of 2013 and will end when the Spring semester does.
    - **Motion Passed**
- **Officer Election – Treasurer**
  - Nominations for treasurer: Christina Pariente
  - Vote Passed to elect Christina as Treasurer
- **Exception Requests**
  - **Gear-a-thon**: Equipment and cloths drive for the homeless, Monday November 12th. Located in front of the doors leading to the plaza area by Sweet Sensation. (High Traffic Area)
    - **Friendly Amendment**: Passed by the Governing Board
  - **Pi Kappa Phi – 24hour stationary bike.** November 13, 2012 @ 7:30am. Request for a noise exception to have a megaphone. Minimum of 2 people present at all times and a building available for their access. CSUPD will need to be contacted. They must respond to the Governing Board by November 12th.
    - **Friendly Amendment**: Passed by the Governing board if they have fulfilled the required items requested.
- **Constitution Update**
  - **Motion made by Pat**: To adopt the new policy CSU has attributed towards student Organizations
    - **Motion passed**
- **Representative Nominations**: Bookstore nominations: Mari Shepler. Service Partners Nomination: Ellen Moroney
  - Vote to make Mari the Bookstore Representative. **Passed**
  - Vote to make Ellen the Service Partners Representative. **Passed**
- **Renovation Updates (Mike and Mr. T)** – (1.) The Career Center will be added to the scope of the project. The Career Center will pay for an additional 15 interview rooms at their own expense. (2.) Franchise signage will not be allowed on the lower level and will move the Subway into the food court. Sweet Sensations will be moved to the lower level. Still in discussion for both updates. (3.) E-cave will not be included in the project. Printing approvable is being discussed.
- **Committee Meeting**
- **Wrap up & Announcements** – Next General Meeting is November 29 @ 5:30pm.